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TOURISM AND THEORY, RESEARCH AND EDUCATION
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*employees in catering industry *special issues *hotel industry *North-East Asia

*employees *tourism and politics, peace, war *Asia - Near and Middle East

*guidebooks *Australia and Oceania
"Unfriendly, unfunny, and tyrannical: an exploratory study of the travel guidebook in the Australian print media / Victoria Peel, Anders Sorensen, Adam Steen // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 3, 299-309

*guidebooks *cultural (heritage) tourism *North-East Asia

*journals *research in tourism - other *education, lifelong learning, e-learning

*research in tourism *surveys *tourism and informatics - other
Netnographic tourist research: the internet as a virtual fieldwork site / Muchazondida Mikono // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 553-555
TOURISM THEORY - GENERAL


Tourism theory *tourism demand - other *visiting friends and relatives *North America

Are you a tourist? Tourism definition from the tourist perspective / Xiaojuan Yu ... [et al.] // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 445-457

TOURISM AND ECONOMY

*Camping - caravaning *web pages *blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *North America

Examining the RV/Travelers' camping experience: a social media approach / Jill Fjelstul, Youcheng Wang, Xu Li // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 403-415

*Casinos, gambling *human resources *special issues *North-East Asia


*Cinemas, gambling *marketing in tourism *tourism publicity and information *World


*Enology, wine tourism *festivals *preferences, loyalty *Tourist expenditure *South Africa

Information source preferences and associated expenditure of first-time and repeat visitors at a South African wine festival / Martinette Kruger, Karin Botha, Melville Saayman // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 3, 343-355

*Entrepreneurship *small and medium entrepreneurship (SME) *tourism and demography *Australia and Oceania


*Gastronomy, diet, nutrition science *tourism and ethnology *decisions, choice, intentions *North-East Asia


*Hotel industry *sustainable tourism *consumer behaviour and experience *European Union (EU) *North-East Asia


*Hotel industry *employees in catering industry *satisfaction *transnational corporations, chains *small and medium entrepreneurship (SME) *efficiency of catering enterprise *Turkey


*Hotel industry *preferences, loyalty *productivity of catering enterprise *World


*Hotel industry *tourism - town planning - civil engineering - architecture *France *Sweden *North America


*Management of catering enterprise *negative publicity *Consumers

*quality in tourism *hotel industry *competitiveness *Australia and Oceania *South and Central Asia

Competition, total quality management practices, and performance: evidence from upscale hotels / Anoop Patiar, Michael C.G. Davidson, Ying Wang // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 2, 195-211

*quality in tourism *summer-holiday, recreation and family tourism *Australia and Oceania


*tourism and regional development *ecology and protection of environment *sustainable tourism


*tourism economies *tourism sector in national economy *elasticity of tourist demand *South America


*travel agencies and tour operators *quality in tourism *satisfaction *Turkey

Tour operators’ service quality and efficacy of satisfaction measurement / Fang Meng, Ercan (Sirakaya) Turk, Volkan Altintas // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 3, 325-342

TOURISM AND MARKET

*destination marketing *tourism publicity and information - specific issues *web pages *Asia - Near and Middle East

DMA model: understanding digital marketing adoption and implementation by Islamic tourism organizations / Hatem El-Gohary, Riayd Eid // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 523-532

*destination marketing *tour operators *stakeholders, interest groups, decision makers *North America *Australia and Oceania


*destination marketing *TV, films, audio-video cassettes *South and Central Asia

Destination image consistency and dissonance: a content analysis of Goa’s destination image in brochures and guidebooks / Brian Garrod, Aleksandra Kosowska // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 2, 167-180

*postcards, stamps, photographs *consumer behaviour and experience *Cyprus


*postcards, stamps, photographs *guidebooks *North America


*seasonality *climate *Australia and Oceania

Modeling seasonal variation in tourism flows with climate variables / Nada Culendran, Larry Dwyer // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 2, 121-137

*seasonality *island tourism *stakeholders, interest groups, decision makers *state and tourism *Cyprus

Cyprus as a winter destination: an exploratory study / Savvina Karyopouli, Christina Koutra // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 495-508

*segmentation *tourism demand - other *psychology of tourism *Switzerland

Tell me who you think you are and I tell you how you travel. Exploring the viability of market segmentation by means of travelers’ stated personality: insights from a mature market (Switzerland) / Christian Laesser, Anita Zehrer // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 3, 285-298

*tourism and prices *hotel industry *air transportation *North America

Auction sales of hotel rooms and airline seats / Frederick DeKay, Rex S. Toh, Peter Raven // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 2, 239-243
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*ethics in tourism  *tourism and social sciences (humanities)  *sociology of tourism
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*motivations  *leisure time  *recreation  *North America

*motivations  *preferences, loyalty  *image and brand  *destination marketing  *Portugal

*noneconomic aspects of tourism  *North-East Asia

*satisfaction  *inbound tourism  *North-East Asia

*tourism and social aspects  *host population  *North Africa
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*tourism and ethnology  *consumer behaviour and experience

*tourism and ethnology  *web pages  *West and Central Africa with islands
*tourism and social and humanistic sciences *cultural (heritage) tourism


TOURISM AND SPACE

*climate *consumer behaviour and experience *perceptions


*climate *summer-holiday tourism *North America


*climate *tourist demand *factors of tourist demand *North-East Asia


*historical-cultural-artistic resources *cultural (heritage) tourism *North America


*host population *host population attitudes *South and Central Asia


*host population *sociology of tourism *United Kingdom


*national parks and specific categories of protection


*national parks and specific categories of protection


*tourism and space *physical (regional) planning *tourism and regional development *United Kingdom


*state and tourism *tourism and regional development *North-East Asia

Governance of tourism planning in Macao / Penny Yim King Wan // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 3, 357-369

*TV, films, audio-video cassettes *North America *Asia - Near and Middle East

STATISTICS AND FORECASTING IN TOURISM
*blogs, social networks, user generated content (UGC) *tourism destination - diverse aspects *stakeholders, interest groups, decision makers *marketing in tourism - other
E-democracy and Web 2.0: a framework enabling DMOs to engage stakeholders in collaborative destination management / Marianna Sigała, Dimosthenis Marinidis // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 2, 105-120
*social and economical planning and forecasting, trends - general *gastronomy, diet, nutrition science *tourism and regional development *tourism and ethnology *world
*tourism statistics *economics of catering enterprise, finances *North America
How do less advanced forecasting methods perform on weekly REVPAR in different forecasting horizons following the recession? / Tianshu Zheng ... [et al.] // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 459-472

TYPES OF TOURISM
*business tourism *event tourism *motivations *North America
All work and no play makes Jack a dull boy: an exploration of business travelers’ attendance at live, ticketed entertainment events / Matthew Bernthal ... [et al.] // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 2, 213-224
*cultural (heritage) tourism *historical-cultural-artistic resources *Germany
*cultural (heritage) tourism
*domestic and ethnic tourism *tourism and regional development *gender in tourism *South and Central Asia
*festivals *consumer behaviour and experience *ecology and protection of environment *North-East Asia
The role of environmental attitude in a nature-based festival: the case of Boryeong Mud Festival / Youngjoon Choi ... [et al.] // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 417-429
*international, foreign tourism *host population *youth tourism *Portugal
*international, foreign tourism *tourist demand *elasticity of tourist demand
*mass tourism *motivations *Spain
The place of the family in tourism research: domesticity and thick sociality by the pool / Pau Obrador // Annals of Tourism Research : a Social Sciences Journal. Vol. 39 (2012), No. 1, 401-420
*mass tourism *rural tourism *North America
*mega-events *tourism economics *tourist expenditure *North-East Asia
A simple framework for evaluating the economic welfare of a large event / Shina Li // Tourism analysis : an interdisciplinary journal. Vol. 17 (2012), No. 4, 473-493
*other (volunteer tourism, shopping tourism) *educational tourism *ethics in tourism *tourism policy and organization


*other (volunteer tourism, shopping tourism) *sociology of tourism


*religious tourism *satisfaction *quality in tourism *Asia - Near and Middle East


*senior citizens' tourism *France *North Africa


*senior citizens' tourism *psychology of tourism *North America


*summer-holiday tourism *consumer behaviour and experience *North America


*summer-holiday tourism *mass tourism *segmentation *North-East Asia


*summer-holiday tourism *types *decisions, choice, intentions *West and Central Africa with islands


*visiting friends and relatives *consumer behaviour and experience *Asia - Near and Middle East


*visiting friends and relatives *carrying capacity *Belgium


*wildlife tourism *motivations *segmentation *France *Norway
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